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1. INTRODUCTI!ON

A. GENERAL INFORJ\~ATlON
The ND812 Installoti on Manual is a prel iminary text intended to serve the user unti I
a full and complete hardware instruct-ion manual is provided. At that time, the contents
of this manual will be incorporated as an integral part of the final editidm.

B. SPECIFIC INFC)RMATION
I

i

•

The scope of this installation manual is of n€!cessity limited to providing!infonnation which
will aid the user initially upon receipt of thE~ ND812 Central Processor. It will cover
the installation and interconnections with any of the peripherals ordered with the ND812.
It further offers a complete explanation of the usage and functions of the front panel
controls and indicators. Also, it provides operational procedures in loading program
tapes. The operating instTuctions for the programs themselves are furnished by their
associated software instruction manual s.

2.

A.

INSTALLATION

UNPACKING AND INSPECTION

Carefully unpack the ND812 Central Processor and ASR33 Teletype, saving the shipping
cartons for possibl(~ re-shipment. Thoroughly inspect the units for possible damage. Check
parts list against associated mounting hardwClre, instruction manuals and program tapes.
If damage is apparent or parts missing, notify your nearest Nuclear Data sales office or
the Nuclear Data home office and the discrepancy will be promptly adjusted.
B. VENTILATION
Normal heat generated by the ND812 will not hamper its operation. However, it should
not be located over radiators or systems using vacuum tubes since the high ambient heat
may affect the operation. Do not place anything over the ventilation fan filters which are
located on both sides of the ND812.

c.

POWER SOURCE

The ND812 power supply requires a 115/230 Vac, 50/60 Hz source free of excessive noise
or fluctuations. A voltage stabilizing transformer can be inserted between the source and
the power supply where available power is subject to large fluctuations. Noise produced
by various types of electrical equipment can be eliminated or greatly reduced by connecting
a suitable filter between the source and the interfering equipment.
D.

INTERCONNECTION

The following procedure includes opti onal equipment interconnection. Disregard devices
which are not applicable. Refer to Figure 2-1 for board and connector locations.
1) Connect the gray ribbon cable and IC connector originating from the
ASR33 Teletype to the IC s-ocket labeled IITTY II on the teletype
interface board.
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NOTE
The IC connector can be easi I y reversed in the Ie socket. Caution
must be taken to assure proper pin correlation.
2) Connect the gray ribbon cable and Ie connec1or originating from
fhe high speed reader to the Ie socket labeled IIREADER" on the
high speed punch/render j nterfac e board.
3) Connect the gray ribbon cable and IC connect~r originating from
the high speed punch to the Ie socket labeled "PUNCH" on the
high speed pu'nch/reader interface board.
4) Connect the multicolored ribbon cable and card edge connector labeled
-Ill/all 1'0 the peripheral (Magnetre Tape, ADC, Disc) that is to be
interfaced to the ND812.
5) AscertaIn that the front panel PCtWER ON/POWER OFF/CONTROL OFF
switch is in the POWER OFF position.
6) Connect the line cord to the 115 Vac source.
N()TE
. Only the ASR33 Teletype or the Tape Cassette System should be powered
through the 115 Vae outlet provided on the rear panel of the ND812.
TURN ON/TURN ()FF PROCEDURE
Ei ther the peri phercli s or the centra I processor can be turned on fi rst. However I no periphera I shou Id ever be tu:rned on or off whi Ie the processor is in the run state.
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3. CONTROLS AND INDICATORS

POWER/C ONTROIL Key Switch

In the POVIER OFF position, all primary
power is removed from the processor. In
the POWER ON position, power is applied
to all circuits and manual program control
is possible. In the CONTROL OFF position,
power is maintained but all front panel
switches are disabled., with the exception
of the SWITCH REGISTER.

START Switch

When this switch is depressed, the interrupt
is disabled, the Overflow bit is set to
II~", the flag bit is set to ",0", and the
processor enters the run state. The contents
of the Program Counter is transferred to
the Address Register are then used as the
address of the first instruction of the program.

LOAD AR Switch

Depressing this switch loads the contents 6f
the Switch Register into the Program Counter
and the Address Regi ster ond updates the
Memory Register to reflect the contents of
core oat the address contained in the Address
Register.

LOAD MR Switch

Depressing this switch loads the contents of
the Program Counter into the Address Regi ster,
the Switch Register into the Memory Register
and initiates a memory cycle which transfers
the Memory Register into core at the address
in the Address Regi ster. The Program
Counter is then incremented by one. In
this way it is possible to load consecutive
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LOAD MR Switch
(Cont'd)

core locations without continually resetting
the address register from the Switch Register.

STOP Switch

Depressi ng th is switch causes the processor
to stop at the end of the current instruction.

SI N GL ESTEP Swi1"ch

When this switch is set up, the run mode is
terminated and the timing circuits are
disabled at the cornpletion of one cycle
(step) of the current instruction. Depressing
C Ot'-lTI NUE causes the program to advance
one additional cycle of the current instruction.

SINGLE INSTRUCTlO~-.t Swif'ch

When this switch is set up, execution is
stopped at the end of a complete instruction.
Depressing CONTINUE executes the next
instruction in the logical sequence.

NEXT WORD Switch

Depressing this switch sets the contents of
the address specified "by the Program Counter
into the Address Register and -the Program
Counter is incremented by one. Reloading
the Address Register generates a memory
cycle which updates the Memory Register
to reflect the contents of memory at the
address now contained in the Address
Register. In this way it is possible to
display the contents of consecutive memory
locations without continually reloading
the Address Register from the Switch Register.

CONTINUE "Switch

Depressing this switch begins execution of
the program at the address specified by the
Program Counter.

SWITCH REGI STER Switches

These switches permit manual loading of a
12-bit word into the registers. Switches
in the up posi ti on correspond to bi nary
"1'sll, down to 1I}1'SII. The contents of the
Switch Register is loaded into the Program
Counter and Address Regi ster by the LOAD
AR Switch, into the memory by the LOAD MR
Switch, or into the J Register during program
execution with a LJSW instruction.

These switches determine the W\emory Field
to be loaded and can be considered as an
extension of the Address Register. These
switches affect only the "LOAD AR" opera-

MEM ORY FI ELD Swi tches

tion. Each Memory Field is a 4K core
rpemory and are numbered from f; through 3.

,0
.Switch
..._, ........ _.........

Switch 1

-,~.~.-

J1

,0

,0

2
3

f1

1
1

1
~
1

1

ME/V\ORY FIELD Indicator Lamps

These lamps indi cate the Memory Fi eld (n
which the program is currently being executed.
Memory Field

,0
1
2
3

~amp

off
off
on
on

,0

Lamp 1
off
on
off
on

MEMORY REGISTER Indicator Lamps

These lamps indicate the contents of the
Memory Regi ster. A Iamp "on" i ndi cates a
"1" and "off" indicates a "X5".

RUN Indicator Lamp

If this lamp is "on", it indicates that a
program is being executed.

INTERRUPT I~dicat'or LClmp

If this lamp is "on", it indicates that one of
the interrupt levels is enabled.

OVERFLOW INDICATC)R Lamp

This lamp is "on" when the overflow bit
is set to "1".

SELECTED REGI STER Indicator Lamps

These lamps indicate the contents of the
register selected by the SELECT REGI STER
Switch.

SELEC T REG ISTER Swi tch

This switch selects the register to be displayed
on the SELECTED REGI STER Indicator Lamps.
Positions S, R, K, and J select the respective
registers. Position PC selects the Program
Count~r, ADDRESS selects the Address
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SELECT REGISTER Switch
(Cont'd)
Indlicaf'<Jr
Lamp N~m be~.

2
3

Register, and STATUS selects the circuitry
and signals 1i5ted below.
l.ogic Circuit
Signal I"~ame

Status

_ ..........i.-"' _ _ ,,_..._

FLAG

If this lamp is lI on l l , it
i ndi cates that the flag is set.

OV

If this lamp is lIonll, it indicates
that the overflow is set.

JPSMF,Qj
JPSMFl

These lamps indicate the
Memory Field in which the last
JPS i"nstruction is located that
caused the program to branch to
another Memory Fi eld.
Memory Field
jj
1

2
3
Indicator
Lamp Number
4
5

Log icC i rcu i t
Signal Name
INTMFjj
INTMFl

2

3
Logic Circuit
Signal Name
IONL

off
off
on
on

off
on
off
on

These lamps indicate the Memory
Field in which execution was
taking place at the time the last
interrupt occurred.

jj
1

6

Lamp 3

Status

Memory Field

Indicator
Lamp Number

Lamp 2

Lamp 4

Lamp 5

off
off
on
on

off
on
off
on

Status
If this lamp is "on", it indicate$
that the lowest level priority interrupt circuitry is enabled.
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Indicator

Logic Ciircuit

La!.~2~~~~,.!~:E~

_~,!E.2~,~~.9..~ e

Status

7

IONB

If this lamp is lIonll, it indicates
that the B level and highest level
pri od ty in terru pt c i rcu i try is
enabled.

8

lor~A

If this lamp is "onll, it indicates
that the A I evel and highest level
priority interrupt circuitry is
enahled.

9

tONH

If this lamp is "on", it indicates
that the highest level priority
interrupt circuitry is enabled.

MF,0
MFl

These lamps indicate the Memory
Field in which the program is currently being executed.

10

11

C'·

I '" I
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4.

BINARY LOADER

A. INTRODUCTf<)N
A Binary Loader is a short program designed to load programs or data in binary fonnat
into the processor. The basic loader for thi!; syst'em is the program-controlled or Software
Binary Loader. An optional hardware-controlled Binary Loader is also available.
The Software Binary Loader loads binary formatted paper tape or cassette stored program
records into any Memory Field of the memory. Each Memory Field consists 9f 4096
core locations and are defined as: Memory Field fJ, core locations ,0,0,0,0,08 through ,07777 ;
8
Memory Field 1, core locations 1,0,0,0,08 through 17777 ; Memory Field 2, core locations
8
2,0,0fJJJ8 through 27l778; and Memory Field 3, core locations 3,.0fJ,0,08 through 377778_
(Memory Fields 2 crnd 3 are optional 12 and 16K memories.) The Software Binary Loader
may reside in any JV\emory Field.
Since the Binary Loader is itself a program, some means must be provided to load it into
memory. This is aecompl ished with a Bootstrap. The Bootstrap is a very short program
whic~ is loaded from the Switch Register. VI/hen executed, the Bootstrap loads enough
of the Binary Loader to ·allow the Binary Loader to complete loading itself. The Bootstrap
is destroyed i'n the process so that if it is necessary to reload the Binary Loader, the
Bootstrap must first be reloaded from the Switch Register.
B.

MANUAL LOADING

In loading a program from one of the paper tape readers, the Binary Loader begins by
reading leader. Actual loading of the proce:ssor begins when the Binary Loader detects
the first character different from 02008 (c=:ight level punch only). For this reason, it is
essential that a program tape be placed in the reader with the leader at the read station.
Should the program tape be placed in the reelder with blank tape at the read station, the
Bi~ary Loader will begin loading zeros into memory beginning with location fJfJfJfJ 8•
Blank tape is not a 200 level and the "oader assumes that it must begin loading another
program. The actual leader of the program record will be interpreted as trailer.
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The loading process consists of assembling consecutive pairs of frames using levels one
through six as high and low c·,·der hoives of 12-bit words~ The assembled 12-bit words are
stored in the processor in consecutive rnernclY locations, as determined by the presence
and in te'rpretati on of the od gi ns on the pap(~r tape.. Fi eld change characters cause the
sf'orage to take ploce in memory fields specified by the field change characters. When
'0 program record :is c!'"eated, !·he lost hvo chora~tel's are wri f"ten in such a way as to make
the sum of all the 12-bit words (including the last) on the tape equal to zero. The loader
keeps a running sum or checksum of the 12-bit words in the record. When the loader
dej-ects 1-he trailer, it tests the checksum to determine whether or not the loading process
has been correct. If the checksum is zero, the loading process is assumed to be correct
and the loaqer will stop with the J register equal to zero. If the checksum is non-zero,
the load ing process may 'be assumed to be in error. In any case, the checksum if left in
the J register at the ccmpletion of the loading process.

C. AUTO--START
There are three 01 Jternative methods of usi n9: the Binary Loader. rna 1/ cases, the format
of the record bein~1loaded remains the same. The differences lie in the mannerof entering
the Binary Loader and exiting once the loading process has been completed. In all three
of the cases to be described, location 7751 B contains the exit addr~ss. That is, instead
of stopping when the loading process is complete, the Binary Loader performs a jump to
the address contained in location 7751 8 , provided the contents of location 77518 is not
zero. This feature will be described as the Auto-start feature of the Binary Loader.
Manual load with Auto-start is the simplest use of the Auto-start feature of the Binary
Loader. The program record being loaded includes the necessary coding to cause location
77518 to be set equal to some non-zero address. When the Binary Loader completes
the loading process, it will jump to this address with the checksum, (normally zero),
in the J register and the exit address in the K register. The exit address should be the
starting address of the program being loaded. The program making use of the Auto-start
feature should check the J register to determine if the loading process was correct and
take appropriate action' should the J register be non-zero.
Second use of the Auto-start involves performing a JPS to the Binary Loader from a program
outside the Binary Loader. The JPS' is performed to.location 77518. \A'hen the loading
process is completed the Binary Loader will return to the call ing location plus one with the
checksum in the J register, as though the Binary Loader were a subroutine. The progrom
being loaded must not alter location 775180 When entering the Binary Loader in this
fashion, it is necessary that the status word, which is normally loaded from the switch
register, be loaded in the J register by the calling program before the JPS to the Binary
Loader is executed.
The third method of using the Auto-start feaf'ure is very similar to the second method but
rather than a JPS, the calling program' performs a JMP to location 775280 Again, the
status word must have been loaded into the J register by the calling program. It is
necessary th€1t the calling program either set locatio,! 77518 to zero, thereby causing the
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Binary Loader to stop at the end of the loading process (provided the program being loaded
does not alter the location 77.51 8 ) or the calling program should set em appropriate exit
address into location 77518.

D. OPERATOR OR USER CONTROL
The stat"us word is the only control the user has over the loader. The bits of the status
word are interpreted by the loader as follows: BITS fJ and 1 dei-ennine the input device;
BITS 2, 3 and 4 determine the input cassette drive if a cassette is to be selected; and
BITS 5 through 11 'indicate t'he tagword when loading from'magnetic tape cassette. Each
one of 1'hese,1-hree functions is described in detail below.
Input Device
Selection

BITS ~ and 1 determine the device from which the record is to
be read. If BIT 1 is "fJ", input is from cassette and BIT fJ
is ignored. If BI T 1 is "1" f input is from one of the paper tape
readers as controlled by BIT 11,0". When BIT ~ is "fJlI, the input
is from the high speed reader and if BIT f!5 is "1 ", the input is
from the low speed or teletype reader.

Cassette Drive
Selection

BI TS 2, 3 and 4 permit the user to select one, of the three
cassette dri ves for input. No two of these bi ts shou Id be on
together as the loader wi II try to read from two or more drives
simul taneously. BI T 2 set to II ,1" sel ects drive three, BI T 3
selects drive two, and BIT 4 selects drive one.

Tagword Selection

Any tagword from fJfi1)~f!58 to f!51778 may be selected by BITS 5
through 11. Capaci ty to sel ect a tagword a II ows the user to
select at random one of many records on a particular cassette
without the need to hunt manually for the record in question.
Starting with the beginning of the 'cassette, the Binary Loader
will search for the correct tagword by reading the first character
each program record on the tape.

of

N()TE
Entering th/3 Binary Loader under sohware control demands that the J
register be set to the desired status word by the software performing
the call to the Binary Loader (as described above).

E. OPERATIONAL. PRC)CEDURE
1. Bootstrap
The following is the procedure by which the Bootstrap is loaded in the ND812.
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1) Place 1rhe POWER ON/PO\VER ()FF/CONTROL OFF switch in the
POWER Ot,~ position.
2) Set the Switch Register to 77628 and depress LOAD AR.
3) It is now necessary to lood fourh::en ,i nstructions from the Swif'ch
Register, eoch of which is followed by depressing the LOAD MR
key.

ADDRESS

INSTRUCTION

7762

7404-

7763

-6101
7403

7764
7765
7766

7767
7770

ADDRESS
7771

1146

7772
7773
7774

1501

7775

6105
1101

7776
7777

INSTRUCTION

7404
6101

7403
1122
5700
6114
7745

4) To check if the instructions were stored in the proper locations,
set the Switch Register to 77628 ond depress LOAD AR. Place
the SELECT REGI STER switch in fhe ADDRESS position. Depressing the NEXT WORD key causes the SELECTED REGI STER indicator
lamps to display the contents of the address. Continue to depress
the NEXT WORD key unti I all instructions have been checked.

5) Set the Switch Register to 7773 8 and depress LOAD AR.
6) Place the paper tape of the ND4'1-0005 Binary Loader on the low
speed rE~ader, turn teletype to LI NE and reader ON.
, 7) Depress START.

The paper tape is read and will stop on reaching trailer. If the J
register is zero after reading the paper tape, ,no errors ocurred.
Repeat f'he above from Step 2 if J register is non-zero.
The Binary Loader is now in memory and is used to load program records from either paper
tape or cassette.
2. Low Speed Paper Tape

1) Set the Switch Register to 7711118 cmd depress LOAD AR.
2) Place the binalY formatted program tape to be read into
the ASR33 Reader with the leader at the read station.
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3) Place the START/STOP ~witch on the ASR33 Reader to START.

4) Set SwHch Regi ster BITS 1 and 2 to 111".
5) Depress START e.
6) The Binary Loader will rE!ad the program tape and stop at trailer.
If i·he content of the J register is zero at completion of the loading
process, . the program tape was loaded correctiy. If the J regi ster
is non-'zero, re-stari" th·is operati anal procedur"e from Step 2.

3. H igh Sp~ed Poper Tape

"I) Set f'he Switch Register to 77,0,08 and depress LOAD AR.
2) Place i·he binary formatted program tape to be read on the
high speed reader with the Iead€!r at the read stati on.
3) Set Sw'itch Regi ster BI T fj to 1I}1" and BI T 1 to "111.
4) Depress START.
5) The Bi nary Loader wi II read the program tape and stop at trail er.
If the content of f'he J register is zero at c"ompletion of the loading
process, the program tape was loaded correctly. If the J reg ister is
non-zero, re-start this operational procedure from Step 2.
4. Magnetic Tape Cassette
1) Set the Swit'ch Register to 77fjfj8 and depress LOAD AR.
2) Set Switch Register BITS,0 and 1 to II~II, set BITS 2, 3 and 4 for
the desiired cassette drive, set BI TS 5 through 11 to desired tagword.
3) Depress START.
4) The Binary Loader wi II read from the cassette and conduct a
tagowrdl search. When the tagged record is reached, the
Binary Loader wi II read the record and stop at completion. If
the content of the J register is ZE!rO, the loading process was
correct., If the content of the J register is non-zero, restart
from Step 2 of this procedure.
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If the Binary Loader proceeds to the end of tape without stopping,

the user has specified a f'cgv/ord which does not exist on the CClssette.
To recover from this condition, depress STOP, rewind the cassette,
and re-sl"arr from Step 1 aih::f ascertcdning that the tagword specified
exists on the cassette.

F. ERROR

DIAGNOST~CS

The checksum is stored in the J regi ster at the completion of either a" manual or software
controlled program loading procedure. A nc,n-zero J register indicates an erroneous load.
Refer to the appropric1te section of the OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE and re-Ioad the
program. If an error is encountered under so·ftvvare control, check the calling program _
and the ex i't address of the Bi nary Loader.
If a non-existent input device is specified, the Binary Loader will enter an endless
loop. The processor must be stopped with th'9 front panel STOP switch and the loader
re -started.
Fai Iure to load a tape wi th Ieader over the read stati on wi II cause the loader to stop
on reaching the program1s leader. The J register will be zero, but since the'program
was not read, it will not be loaded. The USE!r is particularly warned against placing
blank tape at the read station when loading overlays, as part of the background program is likely to be lost when the loader tries to load the blank tape.

G. STATUS WORD SUMMARY
INPUT DEVICE

BIT.fJ

BIT 1

Cassette
High Speed Paper Tape Reader

1"

Low Speed Paper TClpe Reader (ASR33)
CASSETTE DRIVE

BIT

2

BIT 3

DRIVE 1
DRIVE 2
DRIVE 3

1

BITS 5 -through 11 are used to specify the tagword.
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BIT

4

H. HARDWARE LOADER
The Hardware Loader is 0 hard wired binary loader i·hat allows the loading of binary
formatted paper tGpes with a minimum of manual control selections. The following is
the Hardware Loadel" procedure!

1) Place paper tope in reader and turn reader on.

2) Simul taneously

d~press

both the L()AD ADDRESS and NEXT

WORD swi tches.
The paper tape is reod-in and will half' on tra'iler.
NOTE
The Hardware Looder can be used to load binary formatted paper tapes
in a single N\emory Field. If a more sc,phisticated loader is needed, the
hardware loader may be used to load 01 binary formatted paper tape of one
of the software I coders.
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